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N.D. : (1) Question No.1 is compulsory.
(2) Attempt any four questions from Q.2 to Q.7.

x-y
1. (a) Find the analytic u + iv given u + v = eX(cos y + siny) + x+y'

(b) The matrix A is given by A ~ [~

ofB where B = I~6 A-I.

(c) Evaluate ic f·df along the arc of the curve from the point (1,0) to (e21t,0) 5

~ -~]. Find the eigen values and eigen vectors 5
o -2

- xi+yj -
where f = ---~ and' curve C is i' = et cos t i + et sin t j.

~2+y2)%

2. (a) Find the Bilineartransfonnation which maps 1,-1, 00 onto I+!, 1-i, 1.Find its ftxed 6
points.

(b) Evaluate A 100 for A - [~
o 0]o 1 .
1 0

(c) Verify Green's theorem for f = (x2 - xy) i+ (x2 - y2) j and c in tile with vertices 8

(0,0), (1,1) & (1,-1).



.., 2(A~-4)
3. (a) Show that f{x) = x2, 0 < x < 2, f(x) = L J ( ) Jo(A.jx) where

i=1 Ai J I A.j

Ai ' i = 0, 1, 2, are roots of JO{A) = 0

(b) Show that 2 x 2 + 2 tan-J(r) is imaginary part of an analytic function. Find its 6
x +y x

real part and hence find the analytic function.

r Z2
(c) Evaluate J, ~1 dz,

c z -

cis (i) IZ-11= ~ (ii) Iz-l/=1 (Hi) IZ+il=l.

4.- .(a) Evaluate using stokes theorem Icy dx+zdy + xdz, where C is the curve of 6

intersection of surfaces x2 + y2 + z2 = a2 and x + z == a.

(b) Evauate J; X/+l~'

(c) Find an orthogonal transformation which reduces the quadratic form 8
2x2 + y2 - 3z2 - 8yz - 4xz + 12xy to a diagonal form. Find the rank, index, signature
and class value of the given form.

5. (a) Prove that JJ1(xr= ~:x(s~x - cosx).

(b) Find a minimal polynomial of A hence find

AI°where A=[-~ ~ -~J
3 -6 4

. . I " . f 4z
2

+2z-4 bo 2 d 'fy(c) Fmd all posslb e Laurent s serIes expansIOn 0 3 a ut z == an spec! 8
z -4z



(b) Evaluate r21t cos3e de
Jo S-4cose

(c) VerifyGauss divergence theorem for F = xi +yj + z2k, s in the surface bounded by 8
the cone x2 + y2 = z2 and plane z = I.

7. (a) Show that under the transformation'w = z2, the circle Iz-11 = 1 is mapped onto 6
cardiode p = 2(1 + cos ejl) where w = p ei+ in w plane.

I' (b) Find the matrix represented by A8_S A7 + 7A6- 3A5 +A4 - SA3 + 8A2 - 2A + I 6

where A =l~~~j
112

(c) (i) State and prove the Cauchy residue theorem.

(ii) Evalu~te Iez6 e-!~dz;·c: Izl= I -
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[Total Marks: 100(3 Hours)
N.D. : (1) Question No.1 is compulsory.

(2) Solve any four questions from the remaining six questions i.e. Q. No.2 to Q. 7,
(J) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

1. (a) State and explain the important advantages of three op-amp instrumentation amplifier. S
(b) Compare static RAM and dynamic RAM. S
(c) Give the comparison between Melay machine and Moore machine. S
(d) Draw and explain voltage and current converter. S

2. (a) With neat diagram explain 'two techniques of A to D conversion. 10
~. (b) Draw and explain the block diagram of IC 810 audio power amplifier in detail. 10

3. (a) Design a Melay state machine for overall sequence detector for the string' 1110' .
The output must be I, when the input matches this string :-

(i) praw the state diagram - 4
(ii) WrIte its transition and output table 4

(Hi) praw logic diagram. 4
(b) Draw and explain the diagram of IC 566 vca and explain its features. 8

4. (a) Write the VHDL Code for 8 bit shift right register. 10
(b) Using equal-components, design a second order band pass KRC filtter with to =2kHz 10

and BW = 400 Hz. What is its resonant?
If

5. (a) Draw a circuit of three op-amp Instrumentation amplifier and explain its working. 10
Derive the output voltage equation.

(b) Explain in detail the vairous documentation standard of sequential circuits. 6
Draw the internal structure of synchronous "SRAM. 4

6. (a) Explain the operation of the sample and hold circuit. 6
Draw input and output wavefonns. 4

(b) Design a mono stable multi-vibrator for pulse width of Im/sec using timer IC 555 with 7
power supply of 12 Volt.
Explain whether the pulse width will increase, decrease or remain sa,me if the 0 Volt 3.
DC is applied at control pin of Ie 555.

7. Write short notes on (any three) :-
(a) Non-inverting Schmitt trigger
(b) CPLD
(c) Comparator Circuit
(d) Structural Modeling.
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N.B. :(1) Question Nos. 1 and 2 are compulsory.
(2) Answer any three from remaining questions.
(3) Figures to the right indicates full marks.
(4) Assume suitable data if required.

I. (a) Design two stage R-C coupled CE amplifier for the following specifications: 15
Av?: 1600, Vo = 3·2V. Use transistor BC 147A from data sheet (Assume for
BJT hre = hoe = 0).

(b) For the above designed amplifier determine voltage gain input impedance, DIP 5
impedance and tota! .curren~ supplied by source Vcc.

2. (a) Design class A .transformer coupled power amplifier for the following 10
. .

specifications.: -peak output voltage 6V, load resistance RL =·6Q and Supply
voltage of 20V. .

(b) For dual input oalanced output differential amplifier analyze and derive the expression 10
for (i) Differential mode gain (Ad) (ii) Conunon mode gain (Ac) (Hi) CMRR (p).

A three stage RC coupled amplifier uses FET with the folIo~ing parameters: 10
gm = 2:6 mAIV. rd = 7·7 kG and RD = 12 leO, RG = IMQ, coupling capacitor is
Cc = 0'005Jlf, Cs = IX> • Evaluate-

(i) The overall mid-band voltage gain in dB
(ii) Lower 3-dB frequency of individual stages

(iii) Overall lower 3dB frequency of amplifier.
(b) Discuss Darlington pair. What are its primary features? Obtain expressions for, 10

Av, Ai and Ri.

4. (a) For the amplifier shown in figure Derive the expression for Avt: Ail', Rif and 12
Rof using negative feedback approach.

t-Vt t..-



(b) Explain the principle of working of Weinbridge oscillator circuit. Explain why 8
negative feedback in addition to the usual positive feedback is employed in
Weinbridge oscillator.

5. (a) An amplifier with negative feedback has an overall gain of 100. Variation of this 10
gain of only ±1 percent can be tolerated for some specific use. If the open loop
gain variations of + 10% are expected owing to production spreads in device
characteristics, determine the minimum value of the feedback fraction Band
also open loop gain to satisfy the above condition.

(b) Explain the practical cascode amplifier and derive the expression for Av, Ri and 10 -.....
. Ro. List the applications of cascode amplifier.

6. (a)· Explain why a voltage amplifier cannot be used as a good power ampli_fier. 8
(b) With neat sketch, explain the working of an astable ~ultivibrator. On what factors 12

does the-frequen"cy of the output waves depend?

7.' Write short notes on the following (any two) :- 20
(a) Crystal oscillator and its applications
(b) Explain Low frequency response of Recoupled CE amplifier
(c) Hormonic distortion in power amplifier and prove that P = [ 1 + D2

] PI'
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N.H. : (1) Question No. 1 is compulsory.

(2) Attempt any four questions out of remaining six questions.
(3) Assume suitable data if required.

KR-7391
[Total Marl<s : 100

1. Answer the following: (any four) 20
(a) Explain why FM is more immune to noise
(b) What is aliasing? How can it be prevented ?
(c) Define Noise factor and Noise figure.
(d) Explain FM noise triangle.
(e) What is the difference between noise and interference? Explain different types

of noise.

2. (a) Derive equation for total transmitted power, total side band power and single side band 10
power for AM wave and draw freq. spectrum for DSBFC.

(b) The antenna current of AM broadcast t(8?smitt~r modulated to the depth of 40% by 10
an audio sine wave is 11Ampere. It iricreases-to 12 Ampere as a result of simultaneous
modulation by another audio sinewave. What is the modulation index due to this second
wave?

3. (a) Draw and explain Delta modulatiqn transmitter and receiver. What is slope overload 10
distortion?

(b) Explain the following terms - 10
(i) Selectivity

(ii) Fidelity
(Hi) Sensitivity
(iv) DQUbie spottiilg-
(v) Quantization.

4. (a) State and prove sampling theorem. 10
(b) Define FM and derive equation of FM wave. 10

5. (a) Derive the Friss formula for calculations of total noise figure for two amplifiers 10
connected in cascade.

(b) Explain the operation of Foster seely discriminator with the help of circuit diagram 10
and phasor diagram.

6. (a) Explain generation and demodulation of PAM signal with the-help of suitable diagrams. 10
(b) Draw a neat block diagram of differential pulse code modulation transmitter and 10

receiver and explain thy same.

7. Write short notes on the following :- 20
(a) Pre-emphasis and Deemphasis
(b) Primary causes ofISI
(c) Adaptive delta modulation
(d) AGe.



N.D.: (1) Question No.1 is compulsory.
(2) Attempt any four from remaining six questions.
(3) Assume suitable data if necessary.

1. Attempt any four questions :-
(a) State ap.dexplain Coulomb's law
(b) Method of Images
(c) Gauss's Law
(d) Poynting Vector
(e) Polarization of electromagnetic waves.

2. (a} Find electric field intensity due to a volume charge.
(b) Calculate the total charge within the volume

o :s P :s 0'1, O:s ~ :s 1t, 2:S z :s 4 given PI) = p2Z2 sin 0·6~.

3. (a) A total charge of ~on C is uniformly distributed over a circular ring of radius 2m 10

placed on z = 0 plane with center at origin. Find electric potential at (0, 0, ~.
(b) A vector field is given by : 10

A (r, cjl, z) = 30 e-r ~ - 2z ~
Verify divergence theorem for~thevolume enclosed by r = 2m, z = Omand z = Sm.

4. (a) Explain Maxwells's equations in differential and futegral form for time-varying field. 10

(b) Derive V and E for a dipole situated at the origin on z axis. 10

5. (a) Derive an expression for magnetic field intensity due to finite long straight elem~nt. 10
(b) Prove tha~static electric field is irrotation and static magnetic field is solenoida1.. 10



6. (a) Derive Poisson's and Laplace's equation. 10
(b) Use Laplace's equation to find capacitance of a coaxial cable of inn~r radius 'a' 10

and outer radius 'b' m, given V = Vo at r = a and V = 0 at r = b.

7. (a) Derive general wave equations for E and 11fields. 10
(b) A charge distribution with spherical symmetry has density 10

P r
Pv = _0_ for 0 :$ r :$ a

a
Pv = 0 for r > a


